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ABSTRACT
Research conducted on sexual minority stress for adolescents has contributed to bisexual
invisibility by collectively sampling and analyzing data from lesbian, gay, and bisexual
populations, despite recent studies acknowledging statistical differences between bisexual and
lesbian/gay experiences (Conlin et al., 2017; Frost et al., 2015; Mason & Lewis, 2016; Mohr &
Sarno, 2016). We examined the temporal relations within Meyers (2003) Sexual Minority Stress
model of sexual minority processes related to proximal and distal stressors in a sample of 306
bisexual adolescents. They completed measures of sexual minority stress, LGB specific coping,
anxiety, and depression. Using path analytic analyses, the findings supported the model where:
(a) sexual minority stress predicted anxiety, (b) sexual minority stress predicted depression, (e)
LGB coping did not buffer the relationship between sexual minority stress and anxiety and
depression, (f) relations in the model differed among gender; therefore, gender was a covariate
during primary analyses. Implications for future research and practice are discussed.
Keywords: Sexual Minority Stress, Bisexuality, Depression, Anxiety, Adolescent
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Historically, bisexuality has been invalidated as a sexual orientation within society creating
invisibility of bisexual persons’ experiences. That is, societal stereotypes, myths, and prejudices
have depicted bisexuality as a temporary versus stable sexual orientation (Mohr & Rochelen,
1999). As a result, individuals from heterosexual and lesbian/gay (LG) communities express
negative attitudes towards bisexual individuals in an oppressive manner (e.g., violence,
invalidation) (Brewster et al., 2010; Herek, 2002; Herek, 2009; Kuyper & Fokkema, 2011).
These dismissive experiences contribute to bisexual individuals’ invalidation, increased
isolation, and internalization of negative attitudes toward themselves, all of which negatively
impact their psychological well-being (Garofalo et al., 1998; Israel & Mohr, 2004; Poteat &
Anderson, 2012; Ybarra, Mitchell, Palmer, & Reisner, 2014). Researchers have begun to utilize
Meyer’s (2003) Sexual Minority Processes Model for Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Individuals to
investigate individual differences between lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals identifying
antecedents of stress (Almeida et al., 2009; Conlin et al., 2017; Frost et al., 2015; Mason &
Lewis, 2016; Mohr & Sarno, 2016).
Meyers (2003) proposed the Sexual Minority Processes Model for Lesbian, Gay, and
Bisexual Individuals as a theoretical model which encapsulated how additive stressors, known as
sexual minority stress, related to the stigmatization of one’s sexual orientation via societal and
internal pressures, require additional coping to lessen the negative impact on one’s daily
- 14 -

functioning. Within this model, sexual minority stress is separated into internal processes (i.e.,
proximal) and external environmental situations (i.e., distal) (Goldbach & Gibbs, 2017;
Hatzenbuehler, 2009; Meyer, 2003). Specifically, Meyer posited that sexual minorities (e.g.,
bisexual, lesbian, or gay persons) experience increased stigma, discrimination, victimization, and
prejudice by interactions with others known as distal minority stress. Additionally, due to
societal structures, stigma, and pressures to be heterosexual, he argued that sexual minorities are
more likely to internalize negative thoughts of their sexuality (internalized homophobia), conceal
their sexual orientation from others (concealment), and expect rejection from others (Conlin et
al., 2017; Kobrynowicz &Branscombe, 1997; Meyer, 2003). To combat sexual minority stress,
Meyer contended that coping and social support buffer the relations among sexual minority
stress and negative mental health outcomes. The utility and validity of Meyer’s Sexual Minority
Processes Model for Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Individuals has been established within LGB
adult and adolescent populations (Friedman et al., 2011; Goldbach et al., 2014; Goldbach &
Gibbs, 2017; Shilo, Antebi, & Mor, 2015).
Whereas research on sexual minority stress has contributed to bisexual invisibility by
collectively researching lesbian, gay, and bisexual populations, recent studies have indicated
differences between bisexual and lesbian/gay adults’ experiences (Almeida et al., 2009; Conlin et
al., 2017; Frost et al., 2015; Mason & Lewis, 2016; Mohr & Sarno, 2016). Comparative studies
indicated that bisexuals report higher levels of concealment, internalized biphobia, and higher
negative mental health outcomes (i.e., anxiety and depression) than their LG peers (Anxiety and
Depression Association of America, 2018; National Institute of Mental Health, 2017).
- 15 -

Furthermore, qualitative studies indicated that bi-negativity from lesbian, gay, and heterosexual
populations exacerbate sexual minority stress for bisexual adults (Kuper et al., 2014; Scherer et
al., 2015). These findings acknowledge that bisexual adults experience minority stress differently
compared to LG individuals, which resulted in scholars and journals (e.g., Journal of
Bisexuality) calling for more research that specifically addresses mental health concerns of
bisexual individuals solely (Mereish et al., 2017; Taylor, 2018; Ross et al., 2018; Pollitt et al.,
2017). Therefore, due to the paucity of current research, it is imperative to expand upon the
literature by examining sexual minority stress for bisexual adolescents.
Within adolescent LGB literature, research primarily has focused collectively on lesbian,
gay, and bisexual populations. Researchers have acknowledged that bisexual adolescents were
the smallest group of the overall samples (Balsam & Mohr, 2007; Marshal et al., 2011; Mereish
et al., 2017; Pompili et al., 2014). Due to the limitations of the sample size, the generalizability
of adolescent LGB literature to the lives of bisexual youth is questionable at best.
Of the current literature, few studies focused on comparing LGB adolescents (Bostwick
et al., 2010; Marshal et al., 2011), where others focused on the unique experiences of bisexual
adolescents (Doan Van et al., 2019). Recent studies indicate that bisexual adolescents reported
lower levels of happiness and higher rates of concealment of their sexual orientation compared to
their LG adolescent peers (Doan Van et al., 2019; Mereish et al., 2017; Pollitt et al., 2017).
Additionally, studies have shown that bisexual youth disclose their sexual orientation less due to
higher levels of bi-negativity based upon societal heterosexism and monosexism (Israel & Mohr,
2009; Grollman, 2012; Puckett et al., 2015). As a result, research indicated that sexual minority
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stress levels are reported at higher levels by bisexual individuals, specifically symptoms of
anxiety and depression, compared to their LG peers (D’Angelli et al., 2005; Rosario et al., 2002).
Given evidence of increased anxiety and depressive symptoms for bisexual individuals, it is
important to examine coping skills and social support that interfere with the link between sexual
minority stress and negative mental health outcomes (e.g., anxiety and depression).
Meyer (2003) argued that sexual minorities utilize additional coping skills and social
support networks that act to buffer the effects of sexual minority stress on negative mental health
outcomes (e.g., anxiety and depression). To this end, recent research has identified that LGB
adolescents utilize specific LGB coping skills and social support networks to effectively combat
sexual minority stress. In particular, cognitive coping strategies, LGB specific social support
networks, and alternative coping strategies have found to be utilized when experiencing sexual
minority stress for LGB adolescents (Frydenberg, 2019; Skinner & Zimmer-Gembeck, 2007;
Toomey et al., 2018). Due to the limitations of bisexual adolescent being the smallest sample
within these studies, it is important to assess if these coping strategies are utilized by bisexual
adolescents when experiencing sexual minority stress in particular. Furthermore, assessing if
these coping skills and social support networks act as a buffer (e.g., moderator) between sexual
minority stress and anxiety and depression will expand research and future interventions for
bisexual adolescents.
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Purpose of the Present Study
The purpose of the current study is to test a partial model of Meyer’s (2003) sexual
minority stress model with a sample of bisexual adolescents (see Figure 1).

LGB Specific
Coping
Anxiety

Sexual
Minority Stress

Depression

Figure 1. Proposed Partial Sexual Minority Stress Model with Bisexual Adolescents.
Specifically, this study expands upon the sexual minority stress framework by focusing on how
bisexual adolescents’ proximal (concealment, internalized biphobia, and expectations of
rejection) and distal sexual minority stress (discrimination, prejudice, and stigma) impacts
negative mental health outcomes (depression and anxiety). Furthermore, the present study
expands upon qualitative findings that have identified LGB specific coping and LGB social
support networks as effective coping strategies by verifying the findings in a quantitative
research study. In doing so, this study will investigate if LGB specific coping buffers the
connection between sexual minority stress and negative mental health outcomes. Specifically, it
is hypothesized that: a) sexual minority stress will be positively linked to anxiety and depression
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and b) coping will moderate the relation from sexual minority stress to anxiety and depression
and c) depression and anxiety will be correlated. By using theory driven research, the results of
this study will impact future therapeutic interventions, bi friendly support network approaches,
and understanding of bi adolescent experiences separate from LG experiences.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents an extensive review of variables used to partially test Meyer’s
(2003) Sexual Minority Stress Model. This chapter begins with a brief history and description of
bisexuality along with information related to the prevalence of mental health concerns for
bisexual people. An overview of the Sexual Minority Stress Model, an extensive review of
previous studies, and the variables and relations within the partial model, especially relevant to
bisexual individuals and adolescents, is then presented. The present study’s constructs and the
relations among these constructs include: bisexual identity, sexual minority stress, sexual
orientation-related coping strategies, anxiety, and depression.
Moving from Invisibility to Bi-visibility in Research and Society
Historically, bisexuality has been invalidated as a sexual orientation resulting in an
invisibility of bisexual experiences within society, research, and the field of Counseling
Psychology. In fact, bisexuality has been understood as a biological “passing phase” (Eisner,
2013, p.16). That is, bisexuality was first discussed by psychoanalytic theorists as a biological
phase where a child is born bisexual and desires both parents; however, the child then suppresses
their desire to the parent of the same sex through the oedipal process to be a “healthy”
heterosexual attracted to the opposite sex (Angelides, 2001; Eisner, 2013; Van Alphen, 2016). In
collaboration with psychoanalytic theory, inversion theory emerged to explain the experiences of
gay and lesbian individuals again identifying bisexuality still as a part of the process of
homosexuality, rather than as a legitimate sexual orientation in and of itself. In particular,
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inversion theory described gay men and lesbians as people who were physically male or female,
and are attracted to the same sex. Furthermore, Robyn Ochs, activist and writer, explained that
contributing to the historical denial of bisexuality as a sexual orientation is “the fact that we live
in a culture that thinks in binary categories” (Ochs, 1996, p. 224). For example, you either are
attracted to men or women, but not both, resulting in support only for heterosexuality and
homosexuality.
Scholars and researchers began to attend to bisexuality within theory and research as a
legitimate sexual orientation starting in the late 1940s (Taylor, 2018). Although not readily
accepted by researchers or the public, Alfred Kinsey (1948) published a scale that categorized
different degrees of sexuality. Kinsey proposed an oppositional viewpoint from psychoanalytic
theory that created a platform for bisexuality to be visible within research and society.
Specifically, Kinsey believed that all humans had a sexual desire capacity to be bisexual;
however, societal norms oppressed these desires (Angelides, 2001). Klein (1978) extended
research distinguishing how sexual experiences are separate from sexual desires. Together, the
work of Kinsey and Klein acknowledged bisexuality as a legitimate sexual orientation instead of
a developmental process for gay and lesbian individuals resulting in greater visibility of the
bisexual community starting in the 1970s (Van Alphen, 2016). This transition created cultural
shifts as well as an academic shift during the era of a “sexual revolution” resulting in liberation
for bisexual individuals (Taylor, 2018).
The acknowledgement of bisexuality as a sexual orientation within societal and academic
settings was followed by a drastic change in the 1980s. Bisexual individuals were center stage
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for the 1980s AIDS epidemic, and were vilified and ostracized by the heterosexual, gay, and
lesbian communities for spreading AIDS within these communities (Taylor, 2018). Such
oppressive actions by the heterosexual, gay, and lesbian communities acted to reinforce
discrimination and prejudice from these communities toward bisexual individuals. This is a
unique experience for bisexual individuals compared to gay, lesbian, or heterosexual individuals
due to experiencing discrimination and prejudice from multiple communities. This othering of
bisexual individuals created an atmosphere of isolation, which led to a transition towards
activism for the bisexual community.
Activists, such as Shiri Eisner (2013), called for an increase in research in health
disparities among bisexual individuals, while simultaneously asking those who identified as
bisexual to be visible in society by standing up and supporting the movement as a means of
being validated and recognized. Bisexual activists and mainstream media rejuvenated
discussions and acknowledgement of bisexuality in a more positive light, which influenced an
increase in theory, research, and a motivation to describe and capture the bisexual community
and understanding of their experiences. These acknowledgements of bisexuality have progressed
to publication of research focusing on understanding their experiences and health disparities, and
recognizing poor mental health outcomes (e.g., depression, suicidality) related to sexual minority
stress (Bostwick et al., 2010; Eisner, 2013). At the same time, the historical struggle for
acknowledgement, validation, and understanding from various communities (i.e., the gay, lesbian
and heterosexual communities) has muddled the definitions and perceptions of bisexuality as a
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sexual orientation. The next section of this chapter will discuss theories, definitions, and ideas
related specific to bisexuality.
What is Bisexuality?
Researchers, activists, and bisexual individuals define bisexuality differently. Originally,
the term bisexual was coined by researchers Richard von Krafft-Ebing, Henry Havelock Ellis,
and Magnus Hirschfield who understood bisexuality as “having physical or psychological traits
of both sexes” (Eisner, 2013, p.14); however, Eisner (2013) argued that only individuals who
identify themselves as bisexual can define bisexuality and determine what that means for them as
individuals. When conceptualizing and understanding bisexuality, it is important to acknowledge
the various definitions of bisexuality, and therefore the intricacies of this construct.
When defining bisexuality, both desire and community are involved in the creation of the
various definitions. Regarding the desire aspect of bisexuality definitions, some individuals
understand bisexuality as a pure 50/50 split in attraction to males and females; meaning that the
definition would be defined as equal attraction to both sexes (Israel & Mohr, 2004). Another
definition of bisexuality created and prompted by activist Robyn Ochs argues that bisexuality is
the “potential to be attracted romantically and/or sexually to people of more than one sex and/or
gender, not necessarily at the same time, not necessarily in the same way, and not necessarily to
the same degree” (Ochs, 1999, p. 14). Then, Scherrer and colleagues (2015, p. 682) defined
bisexual as someone who indicates an “attraction towards people of one’s own gender and
people of other gender(s)”. If taken together, these two definitions suggest that bisexuality is a
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desire toward people of more than one sex and/or gender that is sexual, romantic, or both and
that such desire may not happen at the same time or in equal amounts.
Indeed, bisexuality, within the community, has grown to become an umbrella term for
multiple bi-spectrum identities (i.e., queer, omnisexual, and pansexual) that deviate from
monosexual norms (Eisner, 2013). Some individuals identify under the umbrella term of
bisexuality; however, others identify more specifically as pansexual, omnisexual, or queer and
not as bisexual. Pansexual and Omnisexual are defined as an “attraction towards all genders
sexually and romantically” (Eisner, 2013, p. 28), whereas queer is defined as an “attraction to
more than one or many genders diverging from heterosexuality” (Eisner, 2013, p. 28). Defining
bisexual as an overarching term for non-monosexual identities which entails individuals
reporting attraction to more than one gender has been utilized in previous studies to gather large
enough samples (Flanders, Robinson, Legge, & Tarasoff, 2016).
For the purposes of this study, bisexual is defined using Robyn Orchs definition as one’s
“potential to be attracted romantically and/or sexually to people of more than one sex and/or
gender, not necessarily at the same time, not necessarily in the same way, and not necessarily to
the same degree”, and an understanding that bisexuality encompasses non-monosexual bispectrum identities (Flanders, Robinson, Legge, & Tarasoff, 2016). After gathering historical
background and understanding of how to define bisexuality, the next section provides an
understanding of the current mental health prevalence rates among bisexual individuals.
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Prevalence Rates for Mental Health Concerns for Bisexual People
LGB individuals have increased risks for mental health disorders compared to
heterosexual adults (i.e., anxiety and depression) (Cochran et al., 2003; Conlin et al., 2017; Mays
& Cochran, 2001; Meyer, 2003, Mohr & Sarno, 2016; Pompili et al., 2014; Russell & Fish,
2016; Smith et al., 2016; Traeen et al., 2009). Experiences of discrimination, stigmatization,
marginalization, and anticipated discrimination lead to higher levels of sexual minority stress
that result in compromised physical and psychological health outcomes (i.e., suicide, substance
use, depression, and anxiety) specifically in adolescent LGB individuals (Bostwick et al., 2010;
Burton et al., 2013; Coker et al., 2010; Garofalo et al., 1998; Marshal et al., 2011).
In particular, bisexual adolescents are more susceptible to peer victimization and
increased risk of homophobic behavior and prejudicial attitudes. These increased peer
victimization occurrences are reportedly higher in adolescence than in adulthood and have been
linked to negative mental health outcomes (Garofalo et al., 1998; Poteat & Anderson, 2012;
Ybarra, Mitchell, Palmer, & Reisner, 2014). A majority of previous research studies combined
samples of lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals; however, significant differences in mental
health outcomes occur for bisexual compared to lesbian or gay individuals. For example,
bisexual individuals report more depressive and anxiety symptoms than lesbian/gay or
heterosexual individuals (Balsam & Mohr, 2007; Marshal et al., 2011; Mereish et al., 2017;
Pompili et al., 2014). Interestingly, bisexual participants are usually the smallest subsample in
these studies. This leads to questions about whether these studies accurately capture bisexual
minority stress and mental health outcomes (Bird et al., 2012; Bostwick et al., 2015; Cox et al.,
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2011; Espelage et al., 2018; Mereish et al., 2017; Schrager et al., 2018).
Several factors impact bisexual individuals’ negative mental health outcomes including,
but not limited to, increased social stigma, levels of concealment of their sexual orientation, and
higher rates of internalized bi-negativity from both heterosexual and LG communities, all of
which accumulate in environmental minority stress for bisexual individuals. Ultimately, these
environmental factors are linked to psychological distress for bisexual individuals (Kuyper &
Fokkemma, 2011; Lehavot & Simoni, 2011; Meyer, 1995; Pompili et al., 2014). Increased
discrimination, victimization, and environmental stigma associated with bisexuality create a
strain on the mental health of bisexual individuals; however, limited research has focused on
bisexual individuals solely as a population. These environmental factors and increased negative
mental health outcomes are understood based upon the sexual minority stress model.
Sexual Minority Stress Model
Meyer (2003) utilized Dohrenwend’s (2000) stress model as a guide to create the Sexual
Minority Stress Model. Meyer argued that beyond general stressors experienced by all, LGB
individuals face additional stressors due to their sexual minority status (gay, lesbian, bisexual)
and other minority identities (i.e., race, gender). The framework taken from Meyers (2003)
displays the model showing the associations between minority stress and well-being for LGB
individuals (see Figure 2). Specifically, the sexual minority stress model distinguishes every day
stress (i.e., exam or car breakdown) from minority stress. These additive stressors are identified
along a continuum of distal and proximal stressors that influence one’s mental health (Meyer,
2015).
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Figure 2. Meyers (2003) Sexual Minority Processes Model for Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual
Individuals.
1

From “Prejudice, Social Stress, and Mental Health in Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual

Populations: Conceptual Issues and Research Evidence” by I. Meyer, 2003, Psychological
Bulletin,125,5, p. 679. Copyright 2003 by American Psychological Association. Reprinted with
Permission.

Distal stressors are related to how particular environments and interactions with others
disvalue the lives of LGB people. In fact, distal stressors are known as external stressors or
prejudice events (e.g., discrimination or violence) that do not depend on the individuals’
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perceptions of the situation, but on our societal social structures (Kobrynowicz &Branscombe,
1997; Meyer, 2003). Specifically, these stressors can be anticipated forms of discrimination and
microaggressions (Meyer, 2015). The model depicts how sexual minority populations’ (e.g.,
lesbian, gay, bisexual) experiences of victimization, discrimination, and prejudice increase their
sexual minority stress levels, which influence their internal processes know as proximal stress
(Meyer, 2003).
Internal processes that contribute to sexual minority stress (e.g., internalized homophobia,
concealment of sexual orientation, and expectations of rejection) are known as proximal
stressors. These internal processes are a result of heterosexism within society (Conlin et al.,
2017; Meyer, 2003). Due to negative societal stigma of the LGB population, individuals who
identify within the community expect rejection from others regarding their sexual orientation,
adding to their minority stress. As a result, LGB individuals may also adopt those negative
messages and internally think of themselves and their sexual orientation negatively, which is
known as internalized homophobia (Newcomb & Mustanski, 2010; Meyer, 2003). Another form
of proximal stress is concealment of one’s sexual orientation from others to prevent negative
interactions with others (Meyer, 2003). All of the proximal stressors result in cognitive distress
increasing one’s sexual minority stress levels.
Together, the excess stress of proximal and distal minority stressors contributes to
negative mental health outcomes (i.e., depression, anxiety) (Bostwick et al., 2015; Cox et al.,
2011). Due to this excess stress, sexual minority individuals incorporate additional LGB specific
coping strategies and support systems to manage their mental health (Meyer, 2003, p. 676).
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Within the model, Meyer argued that coping strategies and social support buffer the relationship
between sexual minority stress and negative mental health outcomes (Meyer, 2003).
This theoretical model provides an important, accurate conceptualization of adult and
adolescent LGB individuals experiences with sexual minority stress (Goldbach, Schrager,
Dunlap, & Holloway, 2015). Critiques of existing literature utilizing the sexual minority stress
model notes that a majority of studies conducted have a sample of LGB populations when
research has shown differences in experiences between bisexual and lesbian/gay adults and a
study showing the same difference for adolescents (Garofalo et al., 1998; Poteat & Anderson,
2012; Ybarra, Mitchell, Palmer, & Reisner, 2014). Thus, the existing literature limits our
understanding of experiences for bisexual individuals due to their inclusion in mixed sexual
minority samples with lesbian and gay individuals. To remedy this concern, this study will
expand on current literature by utilizing new measures that are specific to the LGB minority
stress model for bisexual adolescents, attempting to understand how coping skills interact with
negative mental health outcomes when experiencing sexual minority stress with this
understudied group.
Exploring a Partial Model of Sexual Minority Stress with Bisexual Adolescents
The present study will examine the applicability of a partial model (see Figure 1) of SMS
with a bisexual adolescent population. Testing a partial model was based upon focusing on
sexual minority stress rather than on general stressors. Additionally, the valence or prominence
of the participant’s bisexuality will not be measured. Therefore, the current study will focus on
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distal and proximal sexual minority stress collectively, mental health outcomes of depression and
anxiety, and bisexual specific coping.
Figure 1. Proposed Partial Sexual Minority Stress Model with Bisexual Adolescents.

LGB Specific
Coping
Anxiety

Sexual
Minority Stress

Depression

In particular, the current study will examine how sexual minority stress impacts mental
health outcomes, namely anxiety and depression, for a sample of bisexual adolescents.
Specifically, distal and proximal stress will be measured collectively to fully understand how all
aspects of sexual minority stress impact mental health outcomes for bisexual adolescents.
Depression and anxiety were selected as mental health outcome variables due to bisexual
adolescents reporting the highest rates of depression and anxiety compared to their lesbian, gay,
and heterosexual peers (Bostwick et al., 2010; Doan Van et al., 2019; Marshal et al., 2011). The
last component of the partial model will examine if LGB specific coping moderates the relations
from sexual minority stress to mental health outcomes. Furthermore, the current study will assess
LGB specific coping skills to determine if it is effective to use for bisexual adolescents.
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Understanding the complexity of how coping impacts distal/proximal minority stress and mental
health outcomes is imperative to address current mental health concerns for bisexual adolescents.
We hypothesize that: a) sexual minority stress will be positively linked to anxiety and depression
and b) coping will moderate the link from sexual minority stress to stress and depression.
Sexual Minority Stress and Mental Health
Utilizing Meyer’s (2003) sexual minority stress model, research has indicated a positive
link between higher levels of sexual minority stress for LGB adolescents (proximal and distal)
that result in compromised physical and psychological health outcomes (e.g., depression)
(Almeida et al., 2009; Conlin et al., 2017; Frost et al., 2015; Mason & Lewis, 2016; Mohr &
Sarno, 2016). In particular, for the purposes of this study, the two outcome variables that
coincide with mental health outcomes will be anxiety and depression. Anxiety and depression
were purposefully chosen due to the high rates of diagnoses among adolescents. According to the
Anxiety and Depression Association of America (2018), nearly half of individuals diagnosed
with depression are also diagnosed with anxiety. Due to the high comorbidity rates between
symptoms of anxiety and depression, which lead to a greater risk of suicidality, it is imperative to
look at both disorders as outcome variables (Anxiety and Depression Association of America,
2018; National Institute of Mental Health, 2017). The next two sections will describe the
definitions, prevalence, and current research pertaining to anxiety and depression among
adolescents and specifically among bisexual individuals.
Sexual Minority Stress and Anxiety. The Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders fifth edition (DSM-V) (2013) describes anxiety as “excessive fear and worry that
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relate to behavioral disturbances” (p. 189). Specifically, individuals who experience anxiety have
a “feeling of fear towards a threat or perceived threat” (p.189). In general, many individuals
experience some form of anxiety or worry regarding different aspects of their life such as anxiety
about a midterm; however, consistent and frequent anxiety can increase the risk of anxiety
disorders (DSM-V, 2013) Behaviorally, individuals may experience the following symptoms:
excessive distress, fear, or anxiety, muscle tension, inability to control the worry, avoidance of
what is causing fear, and sleep disturbance. The frequency and consistency of these physical and
mental symptoms over time can begin to disrupt one’s daily functioning abilities and increase
one’s risk for suicidal ideation and attempts (Fergusson et al., 1999). Therefore, it is important to
understand the prevalence rates of anxiety for the adolescent population.
Over the last decade, health providers have detected a 17% increase in anxiety disorders
among adolescents (Child Mind Institute, 2018). Anxiety disorders impact one in eight children
and affect an estimated 30 percent of adolescents in the United States (Anxiety and Depression
Association of America, 2018; National Institute of Mental Health, 2017). Of that percentage
about eight percent of adolescents experience extreme impairment impacting their school,
relationships, and daily functioning (National Institute of Mental Health, 2017). Evidence
indicates that discrimination, victimization, and prejudice account for an increase in anxiety
symptoms for sexual minority adolescents compared to heterosexual adolescents (Almeida et al.,
2009; Fergusson et al., 1999; Newcomb & Mustanski, 2010). Specifically, anxiety has been
shown to heighten when experiencing discrimination, internalized homophobia, and concealment
of one’s sexual orientation (Doan Van et al., 2019; Newcomb & Mustanski, 2010).
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Although few studies have been conducted comparing the experiences of LGB
adolescents, two studies have indicated that bisexual individuals have worse mental health
outcomes than their lesbian, gay, or heterosexual counterparts, including higher rates of anxiety
(Bostwick et al., 2010; Doan Van et al., 2019; Ross et al., 2017). Specifically, Bostwick and
colleagues (2010) conducted a comparative study of various sexual orientations and mental
health concerns, finding that woman and men who identify as bisexual and seek connection with
others had a higher likelihood of anxiety and mood disorders than heterosexual and lesbian/gay
individuals. Furthermore, Doan Van and colleagues (2019) examined bisexual experiences
through a qualitative study where individuals identified that sexual minority stress negatively
impacted their mental health, specifically increasing their anxiety.
Based on the limited studies completed, sexual minority stress has shown to be linked to
an increase in anxiety. Additionally, researchers identified that early emergence of anxiety and
depression occur during adolescent and young adult years; therefore, it is imperative to further
understand the link between sexual minority stress and negative mental health outcomes of
bisexual adolescents (Fergusson et al., 1999).
Sexual Minority Stress and Depression. Based upon the Diagnostic Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) (2013), depression is defined as a period of two weeks or longer
of low mood, loss of interest, and at least four other symptoms associated with changes in
physical, behavioral, and cognitive abilities that impact daily functioning. Some of the
depressive symptoms include, excessive sleep, loss of appetite, lack of concentration, fatigue,
irritability, social isolation, and thoughts of suicide. Feelings commonly known to occur with a
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depressive episode are worthlessness, hopelessness, and feeling numb (DSM-V, 2013).
Depression episodes and symptoms rank as one of the highest diagnosed disorders in the United
States; therefore, it is important to understand the prevalence rates amongst adolescents
(National Institute of Mental Health, 2017).
According to the National Institute of Mental Health, approximately 3.1 million
adolescents in the United States experience one depressive episode. Relatedly, 2.2 million
adolescents experience severe impairment when experiencing a depressive episode (National
Institute of Mental Health, 2017). Of the adolescents experiencing a depressive episode,
approximately sixty percent are not receiving any treatment for their depression, leading to
question how adolescents are coping during these episodes (National Institute of Mental Health,
2017).
Specifically, bisexual individuals reported symptoms of depression at higher rates than
lesbian, gay, or heterosexual in multiple comparative research studies (Bostwick, Boyd, Hughes,
& McCabe, 2010; Kerr et al., 2013; Pompili et al., 2014; Pyra et al., 2014; Lindley, Walsemann,
& Carter, 2012; McClelland, 2016; Ross et al., 2017). Of the limited research, Marshal and
colleagues (2011) conducted a comparative study, which indicated that bisexual youth were five
times more likely to report suicidality (a symptom of depression) than heterosexual youth,
whereas lesbian/gay youth were two times more likely to report suicidality than heterosexual
youth. Despite these results, the study showed low power and acknowledged the limited research
on depressive symptoms of bisexual youth. Although important to consider the limitations, these
results show that bisexual youth are at higher risk for suicidality than lesbian/gay/heterosexual
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youth (Marshal et al., 2011). Both bisexual adolescents and adults have shown differences in
sexual minority stress and higher rates of depression than their heterosexual and/or gay and
lesbian peers. This leads researchers to question how bisexual youth experience sexual minority
stress, and what coping skills are utilized to combat depressive symptoms.
Comorbidity of Depression and Anxiety Symptomology
The DSM-V (2013) utilized medical, scientific, and clinical research to identify
characteristics associated with specific mental health disorders to build reliability in diagnosing,
treating, and providing implications for treatment. Furthermore, the DSM-V (2013) incorporates
research evidence to identify comorbidity among diagnoses that can influence evidence-based
treatment options and overall treatment outcomes. For example, anxiety and depression disorders
can co-exist simultaneously and are highly comorbid (Dunner, 2001). Specifically, research
evidence found that anxiety and depression are strongly correlated with one another (Burn &
Eidelson, 1998; Dunner, 2001; Hettema, 2008; Kalin, 2020). Chan and colleagues (2020)
conducted a comparative study among LGB individuals where results indicated bisexual
individuals with the highest rates of anxiety and depression. In particular, research identified the
following reasons as indications of high comorbidity among anxiety and depression: overlapping
DSM-V diagnostic criteria (e.g., sleep disturbance), genetic heritability, and biological
similarities in the way anxiety and depression effects the emotional regulation of the brain
(Cramer, Waldorp, Van der Maas, & Borsboom, 2010; DSM-V, 2013; Etkin & Schatzberg,
2011; Hettema, 2008; Kalin, 2020; Kovner, Oler, & Kalin, 2019).
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First, the DSM-V (2013) of anxiety and depressive disorders have some overlap in
symptomology (e.g sleep disturbance, fatigue) (Cramer, Waldorp, Van der Maas, & Borsboom,
2010). In particular, research studies with LGB participants have shown a significant pattern of
endorsing anxiety disorders (e.g., generalized anxiety disorder) and depressive disorders (e.g.,
major depressive disorder) simultaneously (Bostwick et al., 2010; Doan Van et al., 2019;
Marshal et al., 2011; Ross et al., 2017). Therefore, it is pertinent to account for potential
comorbidity within the current sample of bisexual adolescents.
More specifically, the DSM-V and research studies identified anxiety and depression as
comorbid disorders and moderately heritable (Etkin &Schatzberg, 2011; DSM-V, 2013;
Hettema, 2008; Kalin, 2020). Although family research studies indicated mixed evidence of coaggregation in depression and anxiety symptoms, twins studies definitively indicated shared
genetic factors accounting for a portion of comorbidity among depression and anxiety disorders
resulting in preliminary evidence of a shared genetic risk between anxiety and depression based
upon biological factors (Hettema, 2008). More specifically, research has indicated within the
“neural circuits, alterations to the prefrontal pathways that mediate emotion regulatory processes
are common to anxiety and depression disorders” (Kovner, Oler, & Kalin, 2019; Kalin, 2020).
Additionally, Etkin and Schatzberg (2011) utilized MRI brain scans and emotion oriented tasks
to test emotional regulation process. Results found a common abnormality in the ventral
cingulate and amygdala of individuals with anxiety and depression disorders (Etkin, &
Schatzberg, 2011).
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Due to overlapping symptoms of anxiety and depression, moderate rates of heritability,
and similar effects on the brain, it is important to consider how to account for comorbidity in the
current study. Cramer and colleagues (2010) recommended to utilize a network approach to
hypothesize potential comorbidity that could arise from symptoms and disorders specifically for
researching anxiety and depression disorders. This evidence suggests the importance of
accounting for the correlation between anxiety and depression in the current study.
Sexual Minority Stress and Coping
Meyer (2003) depicts coping and social support as ameliorating factors that buffer the
impact of sexual minority stress on the individual’s mental health outcomes. Personal coping
consists of individual coping skills (i.e., positive self-affirmations) to utilize when experiencing
sexual minority stress, whereas support systems are LGB networks, friends, and family that
provide LGB individuals with environments with less stigmatization (Meyer, 2003). Within this
section, coping and social support definitions, types of coping, and concepts of coping as a buffer
between sexual minority stress and negative mental health outcomes will be explored in greater
depth.
Frydenberg (2019) described coping as an “inseparable from stressors and life strains” (p.
16), as an “ongoing process” (p.16) of distress management dependent on environmental
demands. As a result, these demands overwhelm the individual and their abilities to manage
stress levels (Lazarus, 1993). An individual may utilize different coping skills such as deep
breathing or going for a walk when undergoing the same stressful situation based upon the
intensity of one’s stress levels. The use of coping skills may vary for individuals depending upon
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the situation, available resources (i.e., social support), and abilities to implement personal coping
strategies during distress.
Compas and colleagues (2001) described two forms of coping known as voluntary
(conscious) and involuntary (unconscious). Within research, voluntary coping is the predominant
focus as it allows researchers and clinicians to understand individual’s intentional coping
strategies. Common voluntary coping strategies consist of cognitive resources (e.g., problemsolving), social support resources, alternative seeking strategies (e.g., distraction, avoidance, or
escape), and maladaptive coping skills such as harm to self (e.g., suicidal gestures and attempts).
Maladaptive and adaptive coping strategies utilized by adolescents are indicated as
predictors of overall psychological functioning (Riley et al., 2016). Recent research studies
focused predominantly on identifying maladaptive coping strategies employed by LGB
adolescents consistently find that LGB adolescents utilize substance use, self-harm, and suicidal
attempts at higher rates than their heterosexual peers (Bryan & Mayock, 2017; Goldbach &
Gibbs, 2015; Marshal et al., 2011; Marshal et al., 2009; Mereish et al., 2017; Scourfield, Roen, &
McDermett, 2008). In fact, multiple studies focusing on LGB youth indicated that a use of
maladaptive coping has been linked to early onset, chronic, and persistent poor mental health
outcomes such as depression and anxiety (Hatzenbuehler, 2009; Goldbach & Gibbs, 2015). Due
to the higher prevalence of mental health distress among adolescents, and the higher utilization
of maladaptive coping skills by LGB adolescents, it is important to examine adaptive coping
skills to utilize and implement in times of distress.
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The use of adaptive coping strategies such as cognitive reframing, positive selfaffirmations, and social support networks, when employed by LGB adolescents, lead to fewer
negative psychological concerns (Craig, 2013, Goldbach & Gibbs, 2015, Kuper, Coleman, &
Mustanski, 2013, Lock & Steiner, 1999; Toomey et al., 2018; Wadsworth & Compas, 2001). For
the purposes of this study, adaptive coping is defined as a form of active adjustment to one’s
current distress through employing skills or reaching out to support systems (Riley et al., 2016).
In particular, this study will focus on cognitive coping strategies, supportive resource strategies,
and alternative seeking strategies to manage stressors in life, thereby gaining knowledge on how
the use of these strategies may buffer the impact between sexual minority stress and depression
and anxiety (Frydenberg, 2019; Skinner & Zimmer-Gembeck, 2007; Toomey et al., 2018).
Cognitive Coping Strategies. Cognitive processes are formations of positive or negative
thoughts within the mind that contribute to overall psychological functioning. Specifically,
cognitive processes are defined as one’s mental formation with a focus on content and how a
person thinks through situations (Hatzenbuehler, 2009). A negative impact in mood and overall
psychological functioning may occur due to negative thoughts, which exacerbate symptoms of
depression and anxiety (Hatzenbuehler, 2009). While these processes are automatic, one may
incorporate strategies known as cognitive coping to dismantle the negative thought processes
(Skinner & Zimmer-Gembeck, 2006).
Cognitive coping strategies are comprised of skills such as reflecting on alternative
options, restructuring the outlook of the situation, relaxation techniques, and utilizing positive
self-talk (Compas et al., 2001; Lazarus, 1993). In other words, these cognitive skills necessitate
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awareness when distress occurs to enact cognitive flexibility to relieve high stress levels with
cognitive coping strategies. To incorporate these coping skills, individuals must have a firm
grasp on perspective-taking, critical thinking, and abstract thought. Due to the complexity of
some cognitive coping strategies and natural developmental milestones of the human brain, this
form of coping is often utilized by older adolescents (Goldbach &Gibbs, 2015; Scourfield, Roen,
& McDermott, 2008; Skinner & Zimmer-Gembeck, 2007).
For instance, a common negative cognitive thought is “life is not worth living”, which is
a sign of hopelessness and a symptom of depression. When someone is utilizing a cognitive
coping skill such as positive self-talk when experiencing hopelessness, their thought may be
“things will get better even though they are not right now” effectively dismantling the cognitive
negative thinking. Due to proximal sexual minority stress components, such as internalized
binegativity and expectations of rejection due to one’s sexual orientation, cognitive processes
may be difficult to manage without proper use of adaptive cognitive coping (Riley et al., 2016;
Toomey et al., 2018).
Research has shown that LGB adolescents employ cognitive strategies with a focus on
promoting self-efficacy, self-esteem, and self-concept positively to reduce negative coping
strategies (i.e., rumination) (Goldbach & Gibbs, 2015; Kuper, Coleman, & Mustanski, 2014;
Riley et al., 2016; Toomey et al., 2018). For example, adolescents may implement cognitive selftalk such as “Things will get better” to cope with the sexual minority stress occurring (Goldbach
& Gibbs, 2015; McCelland et al., 2016). Based upon the author’s current knowledge, a research
study focusing only on bisexual adolescents’ coping strategies has not been conducted; however,
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a study comprised of bisexual adults identified cognitive coping strategies such as
acknowledging their self-worth and self-confidence as effective in decreasing sexual minority
stress levels (Doan Van et al., 2019). Utilization of cognitive coping strategies when
experiencing sexual minority stress for bisexual adults and LGB adolescents has shown to be
effective in reducing stress levels.
LGBT+ Social Support Coping Resources. A portion of the sexual minority stress
model distinguishes coping and social support as moderators between sexual minority stress and
mental health outcomes (Meyer, 2003). Social support is defined as expressing stress to
individuals (i.e., family members), organizations, or mentors to assist with alleviating stress
(Skinner & Zimmer-Gembeck, 2006). A common way for adolescents to alleviate stress is
through utilizing their social support system (Newcomb & Bagwell, 1995). Particularly,
adolescent sexual minorities who utilize their social support from LGB communities have
indicated a decreased risk for negative mental health outcomes (i.e., depression and anxiety)
(Hatzenbuehler, 2009; Radkowsky & Siegel, 1997). In regards to coping strategies used to
dismantle discrimination experiences, bisexual adults have indicated a strong tendency to lean on
their LGB social support networks (Doan Van et al., 2019).
LGB networks provide LGB adolescents with a supportive community, access to
mentors, and affirmation of their sexual identity (Griffin et al., 2004). Recent research on LGB
adolescents identified that specific LGB supportive friends, networks (i.e., Gay-Straight
Alliance), and role models are resources utilized when experiencing sexual minority stress
(Goldbach & Gibbs, 2015). These connections and supports provide awareness of the broader
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LGB community, abilities to connect with LGB mentors, and assistance in developing coping
skills against stigma (Coleman, 1982, Savin-Williams, 1998). Utilizing the LGB community as a
support system has shown to be effective in reducing sexual minority stress levels and symptoms
of anxiety and depression (Goldbach & Gibbs, 2015).
Prior studies have indicated that LGB support systems play a crucial role in combating
strong emotions associated with depressive symptoms such as loneliness and hopelessness
(McConnell et al., 2015). Furthermore, individuals who identified as bisexual utilized LGB
support resources more often than gay or lesbian adolescents, and researchers found that LGB
specific coping resources were associated with fewer depressive symptoms, psychological
distress, anxiety, and suicidal ideation for LGB adolescents (Griffin et al., 2004; Goldbach &
Gibbs, 2015; McConnell et al., 2015; Toomey et al., 2018). In terms of sexual minority stress
levels, researchers Wright and Perry (2006) found that adolescents open about their sexual
identity to their support system experience less sexual identity distress. According to Doan Van
and colleagues (2019), utilizing social support resources has been shown to be an effective
coping strategy for LGB adolescents when experiencing sexual minority stress compared to
individual coping strategies (e.g., cognitive coping strategies). Doan Van and colleagues (2019)
identify social support resources’ increased effectiveness may be due to LGB adolescents feeling
understood by others.
However, other studies examining attitudes towards bisexuals have indicated that
binegativity and anti-bisexual prejudice occur within both the LG and heterosexual communities
(Beach et al., 2019; Dodge et al., 2016; Herek, 2002; Doan Van et al., 2019), potentially
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interfering with bisexuals’ connection to LGB community supports. In fact, recent qualitative
research has identified that bisexual adults experience discrimination more from members of the
LG community than the heterosexual community, and found support specifically with others
who are bisexual (Doan Van et al., 2019). These inconsistent findings lead reserachers to
question if LGB specific support is a coping skill or an added sexual minority stressor (Doan
Van et al., 2019).
Given the paucity of research with bisexual adolescents and the experiences of minority
stress and mental health distress, it is imperative to understand the role of LGB specific support
for bisexual adolescents. This review of research regarding LGB specific support provided
evidence of the various developmental benefits, sense of community to decrease sexual minority
stress levels, and potential coping effects for bisexual adolescents. However, other studies have
indicated an opposing view where LGB social support increases sexual minority stress. One of
the aims of the present study is to gain further insight into the impact of LGB specific support on
depression and anxiety as well as other alternative seeking strategies that relate to the
individual’s environment.
Alternative Seeking Strategies. Historically, escape and avoidance were used as coping
terminology to describe a behavioral or mental withdrawal from the environment creating stress
(Skinner & Zimmer-Gembeck, 2006). However, the evolution of escape coping transformed into
alternative seeking coping strategies for LGB individuals because escape coping did not
encapsulate their entire experience (Skinner & Zimmer-Gembek, 2006). Contemporary literature
identified that in addition to escaping environments that increased sexual minority stress, LGB
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individuals also sought out new experiences, people, and environments known as alternative
seeking coping strategies (Toomey et al., 2018). Alternative seeking strategies are defined as an
active coping mechanism where the individual attempts to change their environment (i.e., finding
new bisexual accepting friends), creating an empowering community (Goldbach & Gibbs, 2015;
Herman-Stabl, Stemmler, & Petersen, 1995; Skinner & Zimmer-Gembek, 2006; Toomey et al.,
2018).
Alternative seeking strategies have been examined with LGB adolescents by examining
the contextual and environmental factors of their sexual minority stress and specific LGB coping
strategies (Goldbach & Gibbs, 2015; Grossman et al., 2009; Herman-Stabl, Stemmler, &
Petersen, 1995; Seiffge-Krenke & Klessinger, 2000; Toomey et al., 2018). One study indicated
that LGB adolescents intentionally use alternative seeking coping as a protective measure for
their safety by altering their environment (i.e., finding an alternative living situation if parents
are unsupportive of their sexual orientation) (Toomey et al., 2018).
Therefore, for the purposes of this study, the adapted alternative seeking coping strategy
will be reviewed in more depth. Other studies indicated that individuals’ use of alternative
coping strategies (e.g., using online LGB networks) increased their social support resources and
coping abilities resulting in a positive impact of their overall mental health (Goldbach & Gibbs,
2015; Lazarus, 1993; Scourfield et al., 2008). Due to the recent adaptation of alternative seeking
coping strategies and limited research on how these strategies impact bisexual mental health
outcomes, it is important to further explore the implications it may have for bisexual adolescents.
By examining various coping skills utilized by bisexual adolescents and identifying the
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adolescent’s coping response and strategies employed, a greater understanding for strength based
interventions and resources can be provided to assist bisexual adolescents (Compas et al., 2001).
Understanding further specific coping skills for bisexual adolescents may be beneficial in future
expansion of bisexual adolescent literature and understanding clinical implications for mental
health treatment.
Gender as a Covariate
The sexual minority stress model identifies that individuals who have multiple minority
identities including gender and race/ethnicity experience more minority stress (Meyer, 2003).
Due to societal stigma and social structures, males have been shown to experience more distal
minority stress, whereas females experience more proximal minority stress (Kobrynowicz &
Branscombe; Poteat et al., 2012). Specifically, bisexual men may show increased levels of
minority stress due to risk of violence creating an added awareness and caution within their
environment (Pollitt et al., 2017). In addition, to cisgender differences, researchers indicated that
that individuals who are a gender minority (e.g., non-binary, trans etc.) experience increased
mental health concerns and minority stress (Brockting et al., 2013; Budge, Dominguiez Jr., &
Goldberg, 2019; Flaskerud & Lesser, 2018). Therefore, if individuals are both a gender minority
and sexual minority it may further increase their minority stress level due to the intersection of
their identities. As a result, it is imperative in the current study to control for gender minorities
stress related to their gender identity in order to gain a more accurate understanding of their
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sexual minority stress. As a result of these gender differences, it may impact the results of the
model; therefore, the researchers will control for gender.
Summary
In conclusion, Meyer (2003) provides a framework about what external and internal
factors influence sexual minority stress and how coping strategies moderate the relation between
sexual minority stress and mental health outcomes. Overall, previous studies highlight the unique
experiences of bisexual adolescents, and call into question the importance of testing a partial
model to examine how this model fits for bisexual adolescents. Before a conclusion can be
drawn widely for bisexual adolescent research is needed within this area.

Conclusion
Although evidence exists regarding the relationships between sexual minority stress,
depression, anxiety, and coping with bisexual adolescents, previous research collectively
compiled the experiences of bisexual adolescents with lesbian/gay peers. Furthermore, previous
research has produced equivocal findings that sexual minority stress impacts negative mental
health outcomes (e.g., depression and anxiety) for sexual minority youth, which is moderated by
coping strategies. As a result, the purpose of this study was to test a partial model in an extension
of Meyer’s (2003) sexual minority stress model to specifically test whether this model is accurate
for bisexual adolescents’ experiences. An additional purpose of the study was to produce further
evidence of bisexual specific coping strategies for this vulnerable population when experiencing
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sexual minority stress. Hopefully, the current study will influence the direction of research and
the development of interventions for bisexual adolescents.
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CHAPTER III
This chapter presents an extensive review of measures used to partially test Meyer’s
(2003) Sexual Minority Stress Model. This chapter begins with overview of the participant
demographics and procedures used for recruitment of participants followed by each measure
used, the psychometric properties of the measure, and how the measure scored. Furthermore, the
chapter concludes by providing a planned analysis section to provide context for the results
section.

METHOD
Participants
Participants consisted of 306 adolescents (ages 13 to19) from the United States who
identify within the bi-spectrum (i.e., bisexual, pansexual, polysexual, omnisexual). Results
showed the following distribution of bi-spectrum identities, 88 (28.8%) self-identified as
Pansexual/Omnisexual, 16 (5.2%) self-identified as Demisexual, 185 (60.5%) self-identified as
Bisexual, 12 (3.9%) self-identified as polysexual, 1(.3%) self-identified as Ceterosexual, 2 (.7%)
self-identified as Biromantic, and 1(.3%) self-identified as Ambrosexual. Of the participants, 46
(15.0%) identified as 13 years old, 69 (22.5%) identified as 14 years old, 56 (18.3%) identified
as 15 years old, 52 (17.0%) identified as 16 years old, 35 (11.4%) identified as 17 years old, 30
(9.8%) identified as 18 years old, 17 (5.6%) identified as 19 years. Participants identified as the
following gender identities: 134 (43.8%) Female, 62 (20.3%) Male, 10 (3.3%) Non-conforming,
24 (7.8%) Transman, 7 (2.3%) Transwoman, 43 (14.1%) Non-binary, 5 (1.6%) Genderqueer, 9
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(2.9%) Genderfluid, 4 (1.3%) Demigirl, 2 (.7%) Agender, and 5 (1.6%) Prefer not to answer. For
the purposes of the current study, gender was categorized into binary 196 (64.1%) and nonbinary 110 (35.9%). Of the participants, 3 (1.0%) Middle-Eastern, 18 (5.9%) Black or African
American, 174 (56.9%) Caucasian, 43 (14.1%) Latinx, 13 (4.2%) Asian or Asian American, 6
(2.0%) Native American, 2 (.7%) Native Hawaiian, 33 (10.8%) Biracial, 10 (3.3%) Multiracial,
and 3 (1.0%) refused to answer.
Measures
Participants completed a 20 to 25-minute survey that included a demographic
questionnaire and the following counterbalanced measures: Sexual Minority Adolescent Stress
Inventory, Coping with Sexual Orientation-Related Minority Stress, Patient-Health
Questionnaire-9, Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale-7.
Demographic Information. Participants were prompted to answer a series of questions
pertaining to their age, geographic location (U.S. State), nationality, gender, race/ethnicity,
support network size, and what percentage of family and friends support their sexual identity.
Participant’s gender, race/ethnicity, and socio-economic status will be used as control variables
for the purposes of this study. See Appendix A for these demographic items.
Sexual Minority Stress. The Sexual Minority Adolescent Stress Inventory (SMASI) is
54 item scale accessing participants’ levels of proximal and distal stress related to sexual
minority stress (Schrager, Goldbach, & Mamey, 2018). See Appendix B for the full scale items.
Specifically, the SMASI measures 4 proximal stressors (i.e., internalized homonegativity,
identity management, intersectionality, and negative expectancies) and 7 distal stressors (i.e.,
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social marginalization, family experiences, homonegative climate, homonegative
communication, negative disclosure experiences, religion, and work domains) (Schrager,
Goldbach, & Mamey, 2018). An example item consists of “other people in the neighborhood
where I live make fun of me for being LGBTQ” (Schrager et al., 2018). The work subscale is an
optional subscale for this measure, and will not be used for the current study. All participants
responded to a 5-point rating scale ranging from 0 (not at all stressful) to 4 (very stressful). A
total score is calculated by summing responses across all items with possible scores ranging from
0 to 216. Higher stress indicating greater endorsement of sexual minority stress (Goldbach et al.,
2017).
In development of the scale, Schrager and colleagues (2018) first conducted a multiphase
qualitative study where adolescents completed a semi-structured interview. Participants were
asked questions pertaining to various domains of minority stress (i.e., negative expectations,
homonegative climate) to identify items for a sexual minority stress scale developmentally
appropriate for adolescents. Based upon the results of the qualitative study, 102 items
representing twelve domain of sexual minority stress for adolescents were developed. After
applying the Delphi process using item response theory, the scale was narrowed to 72 items. The
second phase had participants ages 14 to17 with varying identities (i.e., race/ethnicity, gender,
sexual orientation, and employment status) complete the scale. An exploratory analysis found
fourteen significant factor loadings (>.40). Based upon loading results and item consistency, the
scale was reduced to 64 items with eleven subscales.
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When tested, the measure indicated an overall α = .98 and the individual subscale alphas
ranged from .75 to .96 (Goldbach, Schrager, & Mamey, 2017). Criterion validity was measured
using SMASI with measures that assessed depression, suicidality, self-harm, and substance use
(Goldbach, Schrager, & Mamey, 2017). To measure divergent validity, the Adolescent Stress
Questionnaire (ASQ) was used. Outcomes showed that SMASI was significantly associated
with all mental health scales and moderately associated with the ASQ. Furthermore, analyses
revealed significant associations to proximal and distal stress in line with the sexual minority
stress model for LGB adolescents (Goldbach, Schrager, & Mamey, 2017). The reliability of the
SMASI for the current study is α = .96.
LGB Specific Coping. The Coping with Sexual Orientation-Related Minority Stress
Scale (CSOMSS) is a 11-item measure assessing adolescent coping specific to sexual minority
stress for individuals who identify as LGB (Toomey et al., 2018). The full list of items of this
scale is Appendix D. Participants responded to items such as, “looking for services for LGBTyouth” using a 5-point rating scale from 0 (never) to 4 (very often). Total scores on the Coping
with Sexual Orientation-Related Minority Stress Scale are calculated by summing participants’
responses across all of the items with possible scores ranging from 0 to 44. Higher scores
indicate a greater use of coping skills (Toomey et al., 2018).
Initially, a qualitative study was completed to assist with item generation, with interviews
conducted in English and/or Spanish. Interviewees received a list of coping strategies to discuss
with the interviewer that may be used by LGBT adolescents to manage minority stress. The
exploratory factor analysis originally revealed 26 items with five factor loadings; however, after
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further analyses, 11 items were retained associated with three coping factors identified as LGBTspecific (α = .82), alternative seeking (α = .79), and cognitive strategies (α = .78) (Toomey,
Ryan, Diaz, & Russell, 2018). This scale had initial reliability through test-retest across gender
and race/ethnicity (Toomey et al., 2018). Toomey and colleagues (2018) established differential
validity by utilizing Meyer’s (2003) sexual minority stress model structural equation modeling
through Meyer’s sexual minority stress theoretical model resulting in a moderate fit (Toomey et
al., 2018). The current study’s findings demonstrated an overall low reliability of α = .69 for the
CSOMSS.
Depression. The patient-health questionnaire (PHQ-8) measures depressive symptoms
based upon the DSM-IV criteria consisting of eight items (i.e., “little interest in doing things”)
(Kroenke & Spitzer, 2002). The list of items can be seen in Appendix B. These items are scored
on the basis of 0 (not at all) to 3 (nearly every day) with an overall score. The patient would
receive a ranking of mild depression (5-9), moderate depression (10-14), moderately severe
depression (15-19), or severe depression (20-24). For the purposes of this study, the total score
was used to place individuals who score greater than a 10 on the PHQ-8 identified as participants
experiencing depressive symptoms.
The PHQ-8 has been validated with various adolescent populations within the United
States, China, India, and Finland as accurately measuring depressive symptoms (Ganguly et al.,
2013; Richardson et al., 2010; Tsai et al., 2014). Within these studies, adolescent populations
were asked their sexual orientations as part of the demographic information; therefore, this
measure has been used with LGB adolescents (Ganguly et al., 2013; Richardson et al., 2010).
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Internal consistency from previous studies with an adolescent population range from a = 0.835 to
0.84) and test-retest reliability was r = .875 (Ganguly et al., 2013; Kroenke &Spitzer, 2002). For
the current study the reliability of the PHQ-8 is α = .86.
Anxiety. Consisting of seven items (i.e., “feeling nervous, anxious, or on edge”), the
Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale (GAD-7) measures generalized anxiety symptoms based
upon a 4-point scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 3 (nearly every day) over the last two-week
period (Spitzer et al., 2006). All items can be seen in Appendix C. Total scores range from 0 to
21 with scores of at least 10 indicative of moderate anxiety symptoms and scores of 15 or more
indicative as severe anxiety (Spitzer et al., 2006). For the purposes of this study, the total score
was used to denote participants’ endorsement of anxiety over the total points from the seven
items.
Previous studies have established adequate reliability with a Cronbach’s alpha ranging
from .80 to .92 (Donker et al., 2011; Lowe et al., 2008; Parkerson et al., 2015; Sousa et al., 2015;
Spitzer et al., 2006; Wild et al., 2014). The GAD-7 was found to be reliable when used with
LGB adults with a reported range of Cronbach’s alpha of a =.92 to .94 (Charak et al., 2019;
Lehavot & Simoni, 2011). Adequate convergent validity has been established utilizing other
similar anxiety measures r = .74 (i.e., Beck Anxiety Inventory) and GAD-7 scores also correlate
strongly with the PHQ-8 r = .74 (Spitzer et al., 2006). Spitzer and colleagues (2006) established
construct validity demonstrating that increased scores on the GAD-7 were associated with
functional impairment. In the current study, the reliability of the GAD-7 was α = .85.
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Procedures
Researchers recruited individuals between the ages of 13 and 19 living in the United
States who identified within the bi-spectrum. Although some participants may be under the age
of eighteen, the parental consent was waived by the University of North Dakota Institutional
Review Board due to risk of participants disclosing their bisexuality. Such risks include, but are
not limited to, parental abuse, rejection, and neglect (D'augelli et al., 2008; Mustanski, 2011).
For recruitment, researchers implemented snowball sampling through social media
advertisements (Facebook, Reddit, Instagram), LGB support networks (i.e., Bi-Youth Magazine),
and invitations via list-servs tied to LGBT resource centers and groups on college and university
campuses. See Appendix F and Appendix G for the advertisements through email and social
media, which clearly describes the study and how to obtain access to the survey.
Before beginning the survey, participants viewed the informed consent information.
Participants clicked yes or no at the bottom of the informed consent form before continuing to
the anonymous survey. Upon consent, participants were asked if they identify as bi-spectrum
regarding their sexual orientation and their age. If the participant selected no to the informed
consent, did not identify with the bisexual definition provided, or were not between the ages of
13 and 19 years old they were taken to the end of the survey where they were thanked for their
time.
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Plan for Statistical Analyses
To determine if LGB specific coping strategies moderated the relations between sexual
minority stress and mental health outcomes (i.e., depression and anxiety) and then subsequently
understand the relations within the hypothesized model of sexual minority stress with this sample
of bisexual youth, path analytical procedures were conducted. Participants were screened based
on this study’s inclusion criteria (i.e., between ages 13-19, identify with bisexual definition,
reside in the United States). Furthermore, participants needed to complete the survey in a
minimum time of ten minutes. Those not meeting the inclusion criteria were removed from the
data set. Then, missing values analysis and replacement was conducted using SPSS 25’s Missing
Values Analysis (MVA) program. In this process, the data were screened to find the total
percentage missing values for each variable of interest (i.e., sexual minority stress, LGB specific
coping, depression, and anxiety) and across each participant. Little’s MCAR test was used to
determine if the data were missing completely at random (MCAR). Only participants who
completed 80% or more of the survey items were included in further analyses. If the data are
MCAR, full information maximum likelihood (FIML) will be used to calculate non-biased
parameter estimates.
Next, we screened the data for normality assessing the data for potential kurtosis and
skewness as well as age, univariate, and multivariate outliers. If a presence of non-normal and
missing data emerged, maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors (MLR) and
full information likelihood (FIML) estimators would be used.
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After data screening, two final steps were necessary before conducting modeling testing.
First, we explored the potential of gender as a covariate in the model being tested given the
gender heterogeneity within the bisexual communities and differences in adolescent experiences
based on gender. Specifically, we dummy coded gender into a categorical variable (1) binary (n
= 195) and (2) non-binary (n = 111). Second, due to the potential for predictor and moderator
variables to be highly correlated with their interaction, participants’ scores on sexual minority
stress and LGB specific coping were standardized by transforming them to z-scores. By doing
so, problems due to multicollinearity among the variables in the hypothesized model of sexual
minority stress were reduced.
After data screening and the centering, or standardization, of sexual minority stress and
LGB+ specific coping, preliminary analyses were completed, primary analyses were conducted.
To test the hypothesized model of sexual minority stress (see Figure 2) and to determine if LGB+
specific coping was a moderator in the model with this sample of bisexual youth, we conducted a
path analysis. To this end, two models were estimated and compared to one another using MPlus
8. First, a direct paths model, or Model 0, was estimated (see Figure 3). In Model 0, LGB
specific coping had direct relations with sexual minority stress, anxiety, and depression.
Specifically, coping was allowed to covary with sexual minority stress and in turn both coping
and sexual minority stress had direct paths to anxiety and depression. Finally, anxiety and
depression were allowed to covary, given the documented comorbidity of these two mental
health concerns (Cramer, Waldorp, Van der Maas, & Borsboom, 2010; DSM-V, 2013; Etkin &
Schatzberg, 2011; Hettema, 2008; Kalin, 2020; Kovner, Oler, & Kalin, 2019).
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Figure 3. Hypothesized Direct Paths Model (Model 0).
LGB Specific
Coping

Gender

Anxiety
Sexual
Minority Stress
Depression

Second, a moderated paths model, or Model 1 (see Figure 4) was estimated. Model 1 subsumed
all of the relations depicted in the direct paths model (i.e., Model 0), while also including an
interaction term between sexual minority stress and bisexual specific coping (i.e., Sexual
Minority Stress X Coping). This interaction term represented coping as a moderator between
sexual minority stress and mental health outcomes. The interaction term covaried with both
coping and sexual minority stress and had direct paths to anxiety and depression.
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Figure 4. Hypothesized Moderated Paths Model (Model 1).
Coping

Gender

Anxiety
Sexual
Minority Stress

Depression

We conducted each model was evaluated with a series of fit indices including the
standard chi-square (χ2), comparative fit index (CFI), the standardized root mean square residual
(SRMR), and the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA). An adequate fit to the data
is notated as CFI ≥ .90, SRMR ≤ .10, and RMSEA ≤ .08 (Kline, 2005). An excellent or close fit
to the data is found when CFI ≥ .95, SRMR ≤ .08, and RMSEA ≤ .06 (Kline, 2005). If each
model is a good fit to the data, the models will then be compared. If Model 1 has a CFI of .10 or
more points differ than Model 0, it was concluded that LGB specific coping potentially
moderated the relations from sexual minority stress to depression and/or anxiety (Kline, 2005).
The significance of each moderated path coefficient will be examined to determine which paths
are moderated by coping.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This chapter presents results of the analyses used to partially test Meyer’s (2003) Sexual
Minority Stress Model with a sample of bisexual youth. This chapter begins with the results of
data screening and an investigation of gender as a potential control variable. This is followed by
primary analyses that including the estimation of the direct paths model (i.e., Model 0) and the
moderated paths model (i.e., Model 1). Finally, the chapter concludes by comparing the direct
path and moderated paths models to determine if bisexual specific coping moderated relations
between sexual minority stress and mental health outcomes.
Data Analysis Procedures
Preliminary Analyses
Data Screening. Data screening with SPSS 25 found 47 cases out of 306 had some
missingness. Specifically, data screening found 187 missing values out of 25,823 total values,
resulting in .007% missingness. Little’s MCAR test was not significant [χ2 (3231) = 3345.06, p =
.08] for the current data set meaning that the data was missing completely at random and deemed
appropriate for further analyses. Further assessment of the initial data set consisting of 311
participants demonstrated the presence of 6 univariate outliers. After deletion of outliers, the data
set consisted of 306 participants. Then, the variables were examined for normality. Results
suggested no statistically significant skewness or kurtosis within the data based upon Kline
(2005) standards.
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Finally, variable correlations, means, standard deviations, and alpha coefficients were
calculated (see Table 1). Given the presence of missing data, the models were tested using path
analytic techniques using maximum likelihood estimation (ML) and full information likelihood
(FIML) estimators.
Table 1.
Correlations, means, standard deviations, and alpha coefficients for Full Sample
Variable
1
2
3
4
1. Gender
--2. Sexual Minority Stress
-.05
3. Coping
.18
.30
--4. Depression
.29
.41
.22
--5. Anxiety
.33
.39
.22
.73
M 137.53 21.76 12.19 10.74
SD 41.14 6.60 5.43 4.69
α
.96
.69 .86
.85
Note. Bold correlations are not significant. n = 306

Control Variables. Findings revealed that there were significant gender differences
across variables: F(4, 256) = 10.43, p < .001. An examination of each construct demonstrated
that there were significant gender differences in participants’ endorsement of LGB+ specific
coping [F(1, 259) = 9.71 , p < .05], anxiety [F(1, 259) = 19.69 , p < .01], and depression [F(1,
259) = 15.51, p < .001]. Therefore, gender was categorized within the primary analyses as a
control variable.
Primary Analyses.
A path analysis was conducted utilizing MPlus 8 to test the relations with the
hypothesized model of sexual minority stress with a sample of bisexual youth (see Figure 1).
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First, the hypothesized Model 0, or direct paths model, was tested (see Figure 3). Results
indicated there was an excellent data to model fit [χ2 (2) = .35, p = .00; CFI = 1.0; RMSEA =
0.00; SRMR = 0.01)]. Finding also demonstrated that the relations within Model 0 explained
25.5% of the variance for anxiety and 23.8% of the variance for depression. Moreover, all of the
paths within Model 0 were significant except the paths from coping to depression and anxiety.
Namely, the covariance between LGBT+ coping and sexual minority stress was small to
moderate and positive. A moderately strong and positive relationship emerged in the direct path
from sexual minority stress to depression. Similarly, the path from sexual minority stress to
anxiety was positive and moderately strong. When examining covariances in the model, the
relation between depression and anxiety was strong and positive. Finally, gender as a covariate in
the model was positively and weakly to moderately related to LGBT+ coping, depression and
anxiety.
Next, Model 1, or the moderated paths model, that subsumed all direct paths of Model 0
with an additional interaction term between sexual minority stress and LGBT+ coping was tested
(see Figure 4). Results showed an excellent fit to the data ([χ2 (2) = .39 , p = .00 .; CFI = 1.0;
RMSEA = 0.91; SRMR = 0.00]. Results demonstrated that all of the direct paths from Model 0
retained their significance, direction, and magnitude in Model 1. However, the new paths
associated with the SMS and LGB+ specific coping interaction were not significant. That is, this
interaction did not significantly relate to either anxiety (.01) or depression (-.02). This suggests
that LGBT+ specific coping did not moderate sexual minority stress and the outcomes (e.g.,
anxiety and depression). To confirm this, Model 0 and Model 1 were compared using the chi-
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square test of difference. There was no significant difference found between Model 0 and Model
1 [χ2 D (1) = .05, p > .05] suggesting that although both models showed an excellent fit to the
data, Model 1 did not provide additional explanatory power over Model 0 and confirming that
LGB+ specific coping did not moderate the direct relations from SMS to depression and anxiety,
respectfully. Therefore, Model 0 was retained. See table 2 for further information of the fit
indices for Model 0 and Model 1.
Table 2.
Summary of Model Fit Statistics and Chi Square Tests of Difference for Full Sample
Model
χ2
df CFI SRMR RMSEA 90%CI
Model 0
.34
1 1.00
0.01
0.00 .00 -. 13
Model 1
.39
2 1.00
0.01
0.00 .00 -. 07
Note. Bold correlations are not significant; n = 306
Figure 5. Retained Model: Direct Paths Model 0.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
This chapter provides an overview of the current study findings and examines previous
research that informed this study. Next, the chapter addresses limitations to the current study
followed by future research directions. Lastly, a discussion of empirical and practical
implications is discussed.
Overview of the Findings
The purpose of the current study expands upon Meyer’s (2003) Minority Stress Processes
Model for Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual populations by examining how bisexual adolescents’
sexual minority stress and LGBT+ coping impacts their mental health outcomes (e.g., depression
and anxiety). Specifically, this study investigated if LGBT+ specific coping buffers the
connection between sexual minority stress and these mental health outcomes (e.g., depression
and anxiety). Results suggested that LGBT+ specific coping did not moderate the relation from
sexual minority stress to anxiety and depression. However, when accounting for the influence of
gender, results indicated the hypothesized direct paths model had an excellent fit (model 0)
where sexual minority stress were positively linked to anxiety and depression. It is important to
delve deeper into the specific results associated with the paths in the retained model so that these
findings can inform intervention and prevention programs for bisexual adolescents.
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Exploration of the Findings
Sexual Minority Stress Model with Bisexual Adolescents
This study tested the a partial sexual minority stress model with bisexual adolescents with
outcome measures of depression and anxiety. Overall, model 0 was an excellent fit to the data;
however, LGBT+ coping did not buffer the relationship between sexual minority stress and
anxiety and depression. Therefore, the next section will discuss the results in relation to existing
literature. In particular, this section will distinguish convergence and divergence within the
literature. Lastly, potential explanations for the findings will be provided emphasizing the
context and experiences of this sample of bisexual adolescents and the methodology used in the
current study.
H1: Sexual minority stress will be positively linked to anxiety and depression. This
hypothesis was supported. In fact, the present study’s findings demonstrated a positive and
moderately strong relationship between sexual minority stress to anxiety and depression for this
sample of bisexual adolescents. These results are consistent with previous research that
consistently showed sexual minority stress is positively linked to anxiety and depression for
LGB adolescents (Bostwick et al., 2010; Doan Van et al., 2019; Marshal et al., 2011; Ross et al.,
2017).
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In particular, previous literature indicated that experiencing sexual minority stress (e.g.,
discrimination and prejudice) accounted for an increase in anxiety symptoms for LGB
adolescents compared to heterosexual adolescents (Almeida et al., 2009; Fergusson et al., 1999;
Newcomb & Mustanski, 2010). Furthermore, due to these experiences of distal sexual minority
stress, previous research indicated proximal stressors (e.g., internalized homonegativity, identity
management, intersectionality, and negative expectancies) of one’s sexual orientation as an
additional stressor that heightens bisexual adolescents’ anxiety levels (Doan Van et al., 2019;
Newcomb & Mustanski, 2010). Qualitative data of bisexual adolescent experiences highlighted
that sexual minority stress impacted their mental health, specifically increasing anxiety resulting
in panic attack responses (Doan Van et al., 2019). The current study extends our understanding
of the relationship of sexual minority stress to anxiety quantitatively for bisexual adolescents
specifically. Importantly, current findings provide additional support for the need to address
issues of sexual minority stress and its mental health impacts for bisexual adolescents in family,
community, and school settings.
Similarly, the positive and moderately strong relationship between sexual minority stress
and depression was supported by previous literature. Comparative studies identified depressive
symptoms for bisexual adolescents at higher levels than lesbian, gay or heterosexual peers
(Bostwick, Boyd, Hughes, & McCabe, 2010; Kerr et al., 2013; Pompili et al., 2014; Pyra et al.,
2014; Lindley, Walsemann, & Carter, 2012; McClelland, 2016; Ross et al., 2017). In particular,
Smith and colleagues (2016) utilized a sample of LGB adolescents who experienced a traumatic
event to examine the association between depressive symptoms, suicidality, trauma, and
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substance use. Results indicated LGB youth within this sample had increased risk of depressive
symptoms and suicidality although it was unclear how sexual minority stress influenced LGB
adolescents’ mental health outcomes. Furthermore, Pollitt and colleagues (2017) conducted a
meta-analysis on disclosure stress and how bisexual youth may anticipate rejection from friends
or family increasing potential depressive symptoms. Results identified experiences of sexual
orientation-based discrimination, bisexual erasure, and a lack of bisexual specific support as
factors that impact bisexual individuals’ anxiety and depression symptoms (Ross et al., 2017).
Additionally, a previous qualitative study identified that sexual minority stress for bisexual
individuals impacted their mental health specifically increasing depression. Although the current
study is solely a sample of bisexual adolescents rather than a comparative study, results showed a
relationship between sexual minority stress and depression highlighting the continued need to
understand how interventions and coping may moderate the effects of added sexual minority
stress for bisexual adolescents.
H2: LGBT+ Coping will moderate the relation from sexual minority stress to
anxiety and depression. This hypothesis was not supported. Coping did not significantly
moderate sexual minority stress to anxiety or depression. It is important for the authors to
address how the current research results of LGB coping strategies for bisexual adolescents
compares to previous research results. Previous literature focused predominantly on maladaptive
coping strategies (e.g., substance use) utilized by LGB adolescents and their sexual minority
stress levels; however, the current study attempted to identify the relationship between adaptive
LGB specific coping to anxiety and depression (Bryan & Mayock, 2017; Goldbach & Gibbs,
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2015; Marshal et al., 2011; Marshal et al., 2009; Mereish et al., 2017; Scourfield, Roen, &
McDermett, 2008).
Coping was hypothesized as a buffer to anxiety and depression in the present study, the
LGB specific coping measure focused on measuring adaptive coping strategies across three
domains, namely cognitive, LGB social support, and alternative coping strategies. Regarding
cognitive coping strategies, previous research indicated that individuals who use these coping
strategies need a firm grasp on critical thinking, perspective taking, and abstract thought. In
particular, previous research indicated that this particular coping strategy may be more
challenging to utilize in early adolescence (13-15 years old) due to brain development stages
(Goldbach &Gibbs, 2015; Scourfield, Roen, & McDermott, 2008; Skinner & Zimmer-Gembeck,
2007). Based upon the current study demographic data, the predominant age of participants was
between 14-16 years’ old meaning that previous research suggests that cognitive coping
strategies may not have been developmentally accessible for the study’s sample of bisexual
adolescents. As a result, it may have impacted the overall significance between LGB specific
coping to anxiety and depression. Future research should consider brain development stages
when considering types of coping strategies to measure for bisexual adolescents.
In regards to utilizing LGB social support as a specific coping strategy, previous research
resulted in mixed findings related to its use by and effectiveness for bisexual adolescents.
Specifically, researchers have indicated a decreased risk of mental health outcomes (e.g.,
depression, anxiety) when bisexual adolescents are connected with the LGB community (Griffin
et al., 2004; Goldbach & Gibbs, 2015; Hatzenbuehler, 2009; Radkowsky & Siegel, 1997;
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Toomey et al., 2018). However, other studies indicated that bisexual prejudice within the
LGBT+ community can interfere with gaining support and connection within the LGBT+
community for bisexual persons in general, regardless of age (Beach et al., 2019; Dodge et al.,
2016; Herek, 2002; Doan Van et al., 2019). In regards to the current study’s nonsignificant
findings it is uncertain whether the sample population experienced LGB social support as an
adaptive strategy or if it contributed to higher rates of sexual minority stress. Due to the current
study’s findings, future studies would produce more robust findings if they incorporated
measures that assess for discrimination from LG community as well as support from LG
community as a means of studying the complexity of LGB specific social support.
Previous literature has identified alternative seeking coping strategies as protective
strategies to promote safety by changing their environment (Goldbach & Gibbs, 2015; HermanStabl, Stemmler, & Petersen, 1995; Skinner & Zimmer-Gembek, 2006; Toomey et al., 2018).
Specifically, Toomey and colleagues (2018) encapsulated these changes of relationships, living
situations, and building inclusive community as individual attempts to create an empowering
community. However, the current study was conducted during the brink of the COVID-19
pandemic leaving participants with limited abilities and options to change their environment due
to CDC guidelines. Due to the context, current researchers hypothesize this greatly impacted
participants’ abilities to utilize such coping mechanisms (e.g., finding alternative living situation
away from family). Future research should explore the impact of COVID-19 on LGBT+ specific
coping as a moderator between sexual minority stress and anxiety and depression.
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H3: Depression and anxiety will be correlated.
The current study supported this hypothesis, meaning the relation between anxiety and
depression was large and positive. Current results further support the utilization of the network
approach accounting for comorbidity of anxiety and depression among bisexual adolescents
(Cramer et al., 2010). Furthermore, Ross and colleagues (2017) completed a meta-analysis of 52
studies comparing one’s sexual orientation and their level of poor mental health outcomes to
examine the prevalence rates of depression and anxiety amongst LGB people. Results indicated
that among all participants, individuals who identified as bisexual endorsed highest prevalence
rates compared to lesbian, gay, or heterosexual participants based upon specific sexual minority
stress (Ross et al., 2017).
Gender as a Covariate
Findings revealed that there were significant gender differences across LGB+ specific
coping, anxiety, and depression. Therefore, gender was categorized within the primary analyses
as a control variable. Specifically, participants gender was categorized as individuals who
identified withing the gender binary (e.g. man, woman), and those who identified as non-binary
(e.g. non-conforming). Previous researcher such as, Bostwick and colleagues (2010), found that
about 58.7% of bisexual women had a lifetime history of a mood disorder, and bisexual men
endorsed the highest rates of mood disorders 46.5% (e.g., anxiety and depression) compared to
their gay or heterosexual peers. Although women had shown higher risk to mood disorders
(anxiety and depression), other research indicated that bisexual men experience more external
discrimination from others, whereas bisexual women may experience more internalized
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discrimination based upon gendered societal influences (Kobrynowicz & Branscombe; Poteat et
al., 2012; Pollitt et al., 2017). Due to higher rates of external discrimination towards bisexual
men, they are at higher risk for verbal, physical, and sexual identity-based violence increasing
their sexual minority stress levels (Kobrynowicz & Branscombe; Poteat et al., 2012; Pollitt et al.,
2017). Although the current study did not test for cisgender and non-binary differences in
distress, the current study accounted for potential increased distress based upon previous
literature that reported increased minority stress for gender diverse individuals ( (Brockting et al.,
2013; Budge, Dominguiez Jr., & Goldberg, 2019; Flaskerud & Lesser, 2018). Due to the limited
amount of current research on the intersectionality of individual’s experiences as a gender
minority and sexual minority experiences researchers controlled for the current study; however,
future research should expand upon understanding individual’s intersecting identities of
individuals who are gender minorities and bisexual to enhance current research. Overall, the
current study provides further evidence that gender socialization and the intersection of sexual
orientation, specifically bisexual individual experiences, impacts bisexual adolescents’ LGB
specific coping, depression, and anxiety levels.
Summary
Consistent with Meyer’s (2003) Sexual Minority Stress Model and prior research, the
current study’s findings demonstrate that bisexual adolescents experience sexual minority stress
(distal and proximal) and that this type of stress is associated with psychological distress
specifically anxiety and depression when controlling for gender. This is consistent with prior
research studies that utilized LGB sample populations (Bostwick et al., 2010; Burton et al., 2013;
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Coker et al., 2010; Garofalo et al., 1998; Marshal et al., 2011). This study began to advance
research based upon Mereish and colleagues (2017) suggested expansion to include preventative
efforts (i.e., LGB specific coping) to enhance understanding of how coping may serve as a
buffer.

Limitations and Future Research
Several limitations of the study should be identified. A general limitation of this study is
a majority of the surveys were completed during the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. Due
to this unpredictable world event, it is unclear how the pandemic impacted their sexual minority
stress, coping, and overall mental health. Low reliability of the Coping with Sexual OrientationRelated Minority Stress scale was identified as a limitation. Specifically, researchers hypothesize
that participants coping strategies may have been hindered due to the pandemic shutdown
potentially influencing the reliability of the coping measure. In particular, some items within the
scale identified coping strategies such as increasing LGB supports and escaping potential
harmful living situations. Given that the pandemic shutdown may have hindered participants’
abilities to utilize these coping strategies, it is imperative to reassess bisexual adolescent coping
strategies when the pandemic has less hindrance on coping strategies. As a result, this limits the
overall generalizability of the study; however, the study provides a foundation to conducting
more research on bisexual adolescents specifically. Future studies may need to complete
retesting of the current data due to the unknown impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on study
results. If future studies retested the current study it could potentially provide added context on
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how COVID-19 impacted bisexual adolescents’ sexual minority stress, mental health, and
coping. Furthermore, future studies can examine the sexual minority stress model more
holistically through adding the measures to identify the valance and prominence of one’s BiSpectrum identity.
The second limitation was only participants with internet access completed the study,
limiting diversity of the sample, inherently limiting the responses of bisexual adolescents with
lower socio-economic status who may not have access to the internet. Additionally, the sample
was heavily White (56.9%) and Female (43.8%). Due to the lack of race/ethnicity variation in the
current sample it is unclear if race/ethnicity would be a covariate in a more diverse sample. The
researcher had limited ability due to COVID-19 pandemic related to recruitment efforts to go in
person to advertise to LGBT+ teen shelters, support networks, or clubs to diversify the sample.
Furthermore, future studies may want to examine the comorbidity of anxiety and depression and
race/ethnicity as a covariate. In the future, researchers interested in conducting adolescent
research may want to inquire about utilizing the school system as an additional recruitment
strategy. It may be helpful to include maladaptive and adaptive coping strategies within the same
study to gather a holistic understanding of coping skills for bisexual adolescents.
The third limitation was the data was collected cross sectionally. This limitation creates
difficulty to know how the variables are influenced by each developmental period. Furthermore,
cross sectional studies limits the ability to determine cause and effect relationships amongst
variables especially over time. Future researchers may consider longitudinal or mixed method
approaches to explore relationships amongst these variables more in depth.
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Regardless of these limitations, the study contributes to a limited research topic on the
relationships among sexual minority stress, anxiety, depression, and LGB+ coping strategies for
the bisexual adolescent population. The strengths of the study include that a partial sexual
minority stress model based on Meyer (2003) sexual minority stress model was tested using a
sample of bisexual adolescents across the United States. The present study included a measure of
adaptive coping specific for LGB adolescents to gain further understanding of how coping may
moderate the relationship between sexual minority stress and anxiety and depression. Future
studies may benefit from exploring how coping skills positively impact mental health outcomes.
Lastly, future studies can utilize different research methodologies such as longitudinal and
mixed-method approaches to gain a greater depth in understanding the experiences of BiSpectrum adolescents.
Implications for Practice
To the researcher’s knowledge, this was the first study to test a partial sexual minority
stress model with bisexual adolescents only. The results of the present study provide valuable
insight into the factors contributing to depressive and anxiety symptoms for bisexual adolescents.
By advancing research in these areas, it will bolster theoretical approaches and advance
developmentally and culturally sensitive interventions for bisexual adolescents experiencing
anxiety and depression symptoms. Due to current statistics highlighting increased depression and
anxiety outcomes for bisexual adolescents, it is important for mental health providers and
researchers to aid in development and implementation of treatment programs that are culturally
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sensitive and empirically-based (Garofalo et al., 1998; Poteat & Anderson, 2012; Ybarra,
Mitchell, Palmer, & Reisner, 2014).
Specifically, if clinicians are working with bisexual adolescents that are experiencing
anxiety and depressive symptoms, it is important to discuss culturally relevant topics. For
instance, clinicians should explore proximal and distal sexual minority stress as the present study
identified a direct correlation to anxiety and depressive symptoms. Lastly, clinicians should
consider gender differences related to coping by assessing for physical safety for bisexual male
adolescents (distal sexual minority stress), whereas for bisexual female adolescents it is
imperative to assess for internalized biphobia and concealment. Furthermore, this information is
needed to guide prevention and early intervention to bisexual adolescents’ communities by
diminishing sexual minority stress and bolstering LGBT+ specific coping.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the current study examined associations between sexual minority stress
(distal and proximal) and mental health among bisexual adolescents, finding that sexual minority
stress was associated with adverse mental health (i.e, anxiety and depression) and coping had
direct effects on mental health outcomes. In particular, this study highlights the unique stress
experiences of bisexual adolescents with implications of addressing bisexual specific stress in
clinical settings. Furthermore, the current study identifies preventative interventions that increase
access to bisexual specific resources. Bisexual adolescent experiences must be considered
separately from other sexual minority subgroups to address mental health disparities for this
population.
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Appendix A. Demographic Questions
Q22 What descriptions below identify your sexuality more specifically?

o you are sexually/romantically attracted to all people regardless of sex and gender
(pansexual/omnisexual)

o you are not sexually/romantically attracted to someone else unless they form a strong
emotional connection with someone (demi-sexual)

o you are sexually/romantically attracted not exclusively to people of one particular
gender or sex (bisexual)

o you are sexually/romantically attracted to multiple of many genders and sexes but not
all (polysexual)

o you are sexually/romantically attracted only to non-binary people. (Ceterosexual)
o Please specify ________________________________________________
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Q5 How do you currently describe your gender identity?

o Male
o Female
o Non-conforming
o Prefer not to answer
o Transgender man
o Transgender woman
o Non-binary
o Please specify ________________________________________________
Q6 What categories describe you? Select all that apply to you:

▢ Middle Eastern/North African (MENA)-for example Syrian, Moroccan, Egyptian, Iranian
▢ Black/African American- for example Jamacian, Haitian, Sudanese, South African
▢ White- for example German, Irish, English, Italian
▢ Latinx, Hispanic, or Spanish Origin- for example Mexican, Cuban, Dominican, Columbian
▢ Asian- for example Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, Japanese
▢ Native American or Alaska Native- for example Navajo Nation, Nome Eskimo
Community, Myan, Aztec

▢ Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander- for example Native Hawaiian, Somoan,
Tongan, Chamarro
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▢ Some other race, ethnicity, or origin please specify

________________________________________________

▢ I prefer not to answer
Q9 Where do you live?

o Northeast- Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont

o South-Arkansas, Alabama, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia, West Virginia

o Midwest- Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin

o West- Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming

o Puerto Rico or other U.S. territories
o Other please specify ________________________________________________
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Appendix B. Sexual Minority Stress Inventory
Please indicate when this experience happened to you by checking all time frames that apply

Never (0)

Within
the past
30 days
(1)

More
than 30
days ago
but less
than 3
months
ago (2)

3-6
months
ago (3)

6 months
to 1 year
ago (4)

More
than 1
year ago
(5)

Decline
to answer
(6)

I am
questioning
how to label
my sexual
orientation. (1)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I am having
trouble
accepting that I
am LGBT. (2)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I feel pressured
to label myself
as gay or
lesbian. (3)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I am concerned
that if I am
LGBT, I will
have a worse
life than if I
were straight.
(4)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

A family
member told
other family
members that I
am LGBT

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
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without my
permission. (5)
A family
member told
me not to tell
other family
members that I
am LGBT. (6)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have to lie to
my family
about being
LGBT. (7)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I think I will
lose friends if I
come out as
LGBT. (8)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I expect people
to reject me
when they find
out that I am
LGBT. (9)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

If I come out,
it will cause
problems with
my family.
(10)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

A family
member asked
me if I was
LGBT before I
wanted to talk
about it. (11)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I was forced to
come out to
someone
because I got
“caught.” (12)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I was “outed”
by someone

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
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other than my
family without
my permission.
(13)
There are
times when I
do not want to
be LGBT. (14)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

If I could, I
would become
straight. (15)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I hate being
LGBT. (16)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I think it is
wrong for me
to be LGBT.
(17)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I hope that
being LGBT is
just a phase for
me. (18)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I think
negatively
about other
LGBT people
who act “too
gay”. (19)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I am
uncomfortable
with being
LGBT. (20)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have heard a
family member
make negative
comments
about LGBT
people. (21)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
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My mother (or
female
caregiver) does
not accept me
as LGBT. (22)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

Someone who
lives with me
has told me
they
disapprove of
me being
LGBT. (23)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I feel as
though I am a
disappointment
to my family
because I am
LGBT. (24)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

My family has
told me that
being LGBT is
just a phase.
(25)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

My parents are
uncomfortable
with LGBT
people. (26)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

My father (or
male
caregiver) does
not accept
LGBT people.
(27)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

My family
does not want
to talk to me
about being
LGBT. (28)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
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My parents are
sad that I am
LGBT. (29)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

My family
tries to make
me straight.
(30)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have felt
unsafe or
threatened in
school because
I am LGBT.
(31)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

Other youth
refuse to do
school
activities with
me because I
am LGBT.
(32)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have seen
other LGBT
youth treated
badly at my
school. (33)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

It’s hard to be
a LGBT
person at my
school. (34)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

Other students
make fun of
me for being
LGBT. (35)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have seen
other LGBTQ
youth treated
badly in the
neighborhood
where I live.
(36)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
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I have felt
unsafe or
threatened in
the
neighborhood
where I live
because I am
LGBT. (37)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have had to
move or
change where I
live because I
am LGBT.
(38)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have felt
isolated or
alone in the
neighborhood
where I live
because I am
LGBT. (39)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

Other people
in the
neighborhood
where I live
make fun of
me for being
LGBT. (40)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have been
physically
assaulted in the
neighborhood
where I live
because I am
LGBT. (41)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

My friends
make jokes
about LGBT
people. (42)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
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Other youth
refuse to hang
out with me
because I am
LGBT. (43)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

Other people
who are in my
racial/ethnic
community
judge me for
being LGBT.
(44)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have heard
negative
comments
from others in
my
racial/ethnic
community
about being
LGBT. (45)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I feel as
though I don’t
fit in my
racial/ethnic
community
because I am
LGBT. (46)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

As a LGBT
person in my
racial/ethnic
community, I
feel like I am a
minority
within a
minority. (47)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I hear other
LGBTQ
people use
words like

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
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“fag” or
“dyke”. (48)
My family is
part of a
religion that
has
homophobic
beliefs. (49)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I have heard
negative
messages
about being
LGBT from
religious
people. (50)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I would not be
accepted as a
LGBT person
in my family’s
religion. (51)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

I believe it is
wrong for me
to be LGBT
because of my
religion. (52)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

A religious
leader has
encouraged me
to reconsider
my sexual
orientation.
(53)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

A religious
leader tried to
change my
sexual
orientation.
(54)

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢

▢
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Appendix C. Patient Health Questionnaire-8
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Appendix D. Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7
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Appendix E. Coping with Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Minority Stress
When things are difficult because of your sexual orientation, how often do you respond by...

Never (0)

1

2

3

Very often (4)

Getting
involved with
LGBT groups
or
organizations
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

Looking for
services for
LGBT youth
(2)

o

o

o

o

o

Looking for
information on
LGBT issues
(3)

o

o

o

o

o

Going online
or using the
internet to find
LGBT
connections
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

Looking for
places to spend
time that felt
safer or more
accepting (5)

o

o

o

o

o

Trying to find
an alternative
living situation
away from
family (6)

o

o

o

o

o
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Looking for
new friends
who would be
more accepting
(7)

o

o

o

o

o

Spending more
time by
yourself to
figure things
out (8)

o

o

o

o

o

Imagining a
better future
for yourself (9)

o

o

o

o

o

Just trying to
put it all out of
your mind (10)

o

o

o

o

o

Avoiding other
people (11)

o

o

o

o

o
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Appendix F. Email Advertisement
Dear Potential Participant,
My name is Marisa Mango, M.A. and I am a doctoral student in the Counseling Psychology
program at the University of North Dakota. I identify as a bisexual woman and am currently
performing research to understand the experiences of bisexual adolescents (ages 13-19), like you,
and the impact of such experiences on their well-being, and would be grateful for your
participation.
Your participation in this study can help individuals such as psychologists, counselors and
LGBT+ organizations more effectively support bisexual adolescents. It can also help other
bisexual adolescents not feel so alone in their experiences and provide important information
about coping skills that can be utilized to manage additional stressors in one’s daily life.
To participate in this study, please cut and paste the link into your internet browser. You will be
directed to an informed consent statement that will provide more information about the study.
After indicating your agreement to participate in the study, you will be directed to four short
surveys and a demographics questionnaire, which will take approximately 15 minutes to
complete. The link to the surveys can be found in this e-mail underneath this message. Your
participation is completely voluntary, and you may discontinue at any point without penalty.
If you will, please forward this email, which contains the survey link below, to other bisexual
adolescents who you believe would be comfortable completing the survey it would be greatly
appreciated.
If you have any questions please do not hesitant to email me at marisa.mango@und.edu or my
dissertation chair, Dr. Rachel L. Navarro, at rachel.navarro@und.edu. Additionally, this research
has been approved by the University of North Dakota Institutional Review Board (APPROVAL
NUMBER) and you can contact this office with any concerns about your rights as a participant at
701-777-4279 or und.irb@research.und.edu .Thank you for your time and consideration.
Marisa Mango, M.A.
Survey link: https://und.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_b4oDe60A9J6peKN
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This transmission is intended only for the use of the named
addressee(s) and may contain information that is privileged or exempt from disclosure under law.
If you are not the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete all copies from your
system.
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Appendix G. Social Media Advertisement
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